Abstract. This article focuses on the study of the difficult demand forecast of emergency supplies during the emergency relief process. To resolve the limit that there are few parameters available in the emergency relief scene, a gray forecast model with fewer parameters inputted is raised for this issue. To start, the demand forecast of materials is transformed into the predicted deaths, and factors influencing the deaths are analyzed by using the gray degree of association model. The ratio of deaths and local population and mortality are the system characteristic variables of this issue, moreover, rate of housing collapse, GDP, seismic intensity level, Per capita GDP of the affected region, and other parameters are proposed as system related factors variables. Then modeling through gray degree of association, gray relational coefficient and correlation degree are obtained. During the process of forecast, rate of housing collapse and seismic intensity level are regarded as impact factors. Together with the mortality, these three factors make up the GM (0, 3) model. There is overwhelming advantage in proving the gray forecast model applied in selecting model reference factors and solving the forecast value. Combining the features of gray-scale theory, a fairly large historical data are no more needed. It is clear that a great improvement has been witnessed compared with other traditional model.
Introduction
The determination of demand is of great importance during the process of emergency relief. According the general logic, the survival population of disaster area and the demand for relief supplies have a positive correlation. In this paper, demand forecast is transformed into the casualties in disaster. There are many factors influencing the casualties after earthquake and other disasters. Taking earthquake for example, the main factor is as follow: house collapse, the size of earthquake, intensity, local population, population density, the time of the earthquake, as well as local economic development, etc. It is always a hard problem of how to estimate the casualties in earthquake [1] . In recent years, domestics and overseas scholars have made some researches in this area, and gradually approximation is applied into estimate the casualties to ensure estimated data is relatively close to the actual situation, but at present parameters needed in these methods can hardly be determined after the disaster. Otherwise, forecasting process is a little complicated, and very inconvenient to use [2] . In this paper, a forecasting method with less parameter is proposed, namely gray forecasting model. Firstly, analyze the related factors influencing the casualties. Then, forecast the casualties using the important and easy-got data. Finally, finish the forecast for demand.
Gray Forecasting Model
Overview of Gray Theory.Gray system refers to the status that both the information known and unknown is exist in the system. Gray System has its own advantages that only a few data are needed when analyzing the system full of uncertainly information. The gray relational analysis is a dynamic method, and a process based on gray system theory. This method measures the relevance degree of study objectives based on the gray correlation degree of different factors, that is same or different degree of developing trends.
International Conference on Advances in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Informatics (AMEII 2015) After gray relational analysis have confirmed the relevance degree between different factors, variation trend of forecast target can be forecasted by gray forecast method [3] . Gray forecast method is also a method to study the future development of research objectives based on gray theory. Its advantages lies in that less data are needed to analyze the whole system. Gray Forecasting Model. GM (0, N) modeling is based on the accumulation of original series, that is:
Is the original data, and X (1) (k) is the new sequence after accumulation.
, then GM(0,N) model can be stated as:
Is the corresponding parameter values of parameter sequence? a stands for a column matrix with each element of 1.
Least square of parameter column
T is estimated as:
Time response of the model can be obtained [34] :
Case Analysis
In this paper, several factors are selected for related analysis, such as house collapse, local population, regional GDP, per capita GDP, intensity, etc. Data Acquisition.Data in this paper all come from Ministry of Civil Affairs Website, National Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Yearbook of Sichuan Province, National Disaster Reduction Website, etc.
From the data above and data in other website, original data can be listed as Model Solution.
1) Data Preprocessing
In order to facilitate calculation, take the ratio of the casualties to the local population as the characteristic variables of the studied system, and house collapse, GDP, intensity, and Per Capita GDP as the related variables of the system [4] . Standardize the data using SPSS, and the results are shown in Table 3-2:  Table 3 Table, correlation degrees are ranked as follows: r rate of house collapse(0.824)>r intensity(0.821)>r GDP(0.553)>r Per Capita(0.513) Two of these four correlation degrees are less than 0.6, namely regional GDP and Per Capita GDP. These two factors have a fairly low correlation degree with the ratio of casualties, while the ratio of house collapse and intensity have a close relation with the ratio of casualties. Therefore, during the process of gray forecast, the ratio of house collapse and intensity are selected as impact factors [5] . Together with casualties (characteristic variables), these three factors build the GM (0,3) model.
Supposing this model as: Response time of the GM(0,3)model is: Table 3 -4, Gray forecast model has considerable advantages in selecting reference factors and solving model. From the analysis, predicted value is very close to actual value. Otherwise, reference factors including the rate of house collapse and intensity are easy to get during the actual disaster. Therefore, this model combined with the character of gray theory has great improvement compared with barely the empirical estimation or the linear calculation model. This model can be used as reference and decision basis of actual application to carry out a valuable analysis, with a not large historical data as support. 
Materials Demand Forecasting

Conclusion
In order to forecast the demand of materials, firstly, the prediction of materials demanded is transformed into the casualties in disaster area, then, factors influencing the casualties are analyzed with the gray correlation degree model. Finally, two representative parameters are selected to process the gray modeling, and the prediction is accomplished. Result analysis indicates the feasibility of applying gray correlation degree model to forecast the demanded materials.
